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Abstract
Gilboa Dam, located in upstate New York, impounds Schoharie Creek and forms the
Schoharie Reservoir, the northernmost reservoir in the Catskill System of the New
York City water supply. To ensure the dam’s continued long-term performance and
reliability, the New York City Department of Environmental Protection (NYCDEP)
embarked on a reconstruction program to extend the dam’s service life under the
current New York State Department of Environment Conservation (NYSDEC) dam
safety guidelines. NYCDEP will construct a Low-Level Outlet (LLO) to facilitate the
ability to drain the reservoir and meet proposed conservation releases. The LLO
consists of two 9-foot diameter tunnels (a water leg and a land leg), ultimately
terminating at a new chamber that will release water to the Schoharie Creek
downstream. The two tunnels are approximately 2,160 linear feet combined, and will
be completed using trenchless microtunneling construction methods, with
microtunnel boring machine (MTBM) wet retrieval when the water leg is mined into
the receiving site at the reservoir’s bottom. This paper reviews the overall project and
then focuses on selected trenchless construction methods for large-diameter
microtunneling, MTBM wet retrieval, and underwater construction.
INTRODUCTION
The Gilboa Dam, located in Schoharie County in upstate New York, was constructed
between 1919 and 1927 to create the Schoharie Reservoir impoundment as a key
component of New York’s water supply system. The original dam was a classic
NYCDEP gravity dam design, consisting of a 160-foot-high by 1,326-foot long
spillway overflow structure constructed of mass Cyclopean concrete with a 3- to 5foot-thick Ashlar masonry façade of mortared quarried stone on the entire
downstream face, and a portion of the upstream face (Figure 1). The dam was
abutted on the west by a 160-foot-high by 700-foot-long earth filled embankment
section consisting of homogenously rolled earth fill with a concrete core wall. The
stepped overflow structure, also constructed of Cyclopean concrete with stone veneer
facing, cascades water from the Spillway into the Side Channel, which varies from 80
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to 270
2 feet in width. Thee stepped faaçade is inteended to disssipate energgy as water
oveerflows the Spillway.
S
Bassed on the ag
ge of the daam and as paart of NYSD
DEC’s forwaard looking pprogram, an
evaaluation of th
he dam and appurtenanc
a
ces after beinng in servicee for over eigght decades
revealed eviden
nce of deterrioration and
d the need fo
for reconstruuction and uppgrading to
exteend the dam
m’s service life in line wiith current N
NYSDEC dam
m safety guiidelines and
opeerational stan
ndards (Gann
nett Fleming
g/Hazen andd Sawyer Joinnt Venture JJuly 2008).

Figure 1. Current
C
Reh
habilitated Spillway Coontrol Sectiion at Gilbooa Dam
To extend and ensure contiinued reliablle operation of the dam over the nexxt 100 years
of service,
s
the NYCDEP embarked
e
on
n a series off constructionn projects sccheduled to
be completed in phases, ass summarizeed below. A
Although thee focus for thhis paper is
the trenchless microtunneli
m
ing installatiion of the LL
LO tunnels aand appurtennances, it is
neccessary to id
dentify som
me of the work
w
plannedd and comppleted throuugh various
phaasing and seequences from 2008 th
hrough 20155 for the ddam reconstrruction and
upg
grade prograam.
DA
AM RECON
NSTRUCTIO
ON PHASIN
NG PLAN
To expedite initiation of construction
c
work at thee Dam Recoonstruction pproject site,
NY
YCDEP eleccted to comp
plete the work
w
with m
multiple consstruction coontracts and
phaases. The contracts and constru
uction phasses were staged to aallow some
con
nstruction to
o be initiated
d while other design acctivities conntinue to proogress. The
com
mponents off work comp
pleted as parrt of the recconstruction and upgradde activities
incllude:
•
•
•
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Installattion of crest gates and no
otch (2009 too 2011)
Clearing
g and preparration of projject site for heavy consttruction (20009 to 2011)
Reconsttruction to improve dam
m stability—
—spillway faççade and sidde channels
(2011 to
o 2015)
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The LLO Construction Contract, the subject of this paper, was awarded in 2015 with
Notice to Proceed in June 2015, and is currently under construction. It involves the
installation of an LLO and other appurtenances. The LLO requires the construction of
a jacking shaft, two tunnels (108 inches in diameter) and two receiving sites. The
tunnels will be constructed using microtunneling techniques to tap into the reservoir
for the LLO water intake, a method not common for tunnels of this size, making the
installation unique for today’s standards. The objective of this paper is to present a
detailed description of the Low Level Outlet, the associated features, and the
construction methods to be used.
TRENCHLESS MICROTUNNELING CONSTRUCTION FOR LOW LEVEL
OUTLET
This section focuses on the major components of the trenchless construction features
associated with the LLO construction activities, construction methods to be
employed, construction sequencing, and challenges that must be overcome to
successfully complete the project and achieve the project objective(s). Descriptions
of the associated trenchless structures and anticipated construction methods are also
discussed.
Low Level Outlet Microtunneling Alignment
The microtunneling alignment originates at the intake structure location at the bottom
of Schoharie Reservoir, upstream side of the Dam, and under approximately 130 feet
of water. The water leg of the microtunneling alignment projects in the northeasterly
direction outside of the Dam footprint to the Gate Shaft, at the right abutment, which
also serves as the Jacking Shaft for the microtunneling operations. From the Jacking
Shaft, the land leg of the LLO Tunnel projects in the northwesterly direction towards
Schoharie Creek downstream of the dam, and terminates at the face of the proposed
portal where the MTBM will be received (Figure 2).
Gate Shaft (Microtunneling Jacking Shaft)
The Gate Shaft, which is designated as the Jacking Shaft for both the water and land
leg microtunneling operations for the LLO construction, is 43 feet in excavated
diameter and extends from the ground surface at approximately El. 1,156± feet to the
top of bedrock at El. 1,127± feet (Figure 3). The shaft then proceeds from top of the
bedrock at 40.5 feet in excavated diameter down to the bottom of the shaft to
approximately El. 969.5 feet. The geologic profile at the Gate Shaft is includes a
29.3-foot overburden stratum atop the bedrock, with a total shaft excavation depth of
approximately 186.8 feet.
The anticipated shaft excavation sequence and
construction method involves perimeter pregrouting to control groundwater inflow
during shaft excavation and launch of the MTBM for microtunneling operations. The
shaft is planned to be pregrouted in a series of 10-foot zones, as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 2.
2 Low Level Outlet
Tun
nnel Alignm
ment

F
Figure 3. Gaate Shaft Veertical
Seection

Prio
or to excavaation of each
h grouted zo
one, four 3- inch probe hholes will bbe drilled to
verrify the effecctiveness of the grouting
g. If the grouundwater innflow exceedds 5 gallons
perr minute (GP
PM) per ho
ole drilled, th
he zone in question woould receivee additional
gro
out treatmentt until excav
vation is adv
vanced to thee bottom off the shaft. T
The face off
the excavated shaft
s
is expeected to be trreated with 3-inch-thickk shotcrete w
with welded
wirre fabric.

ng (left) and
d Probe Drilll Pattern (rright)
Figure 4. Perimeterr Pregroutin
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Aftter tunnel co
onstruction is complete, two roller gates will be installedd within the
low
wer part of th
he gate shaftt. These will be situated at the outlett of the upstrream tunnel
and
d the inlet of
o the downsstream tunneel. The rolller gates wiill provide a means for
dew
watering the tunnel as weell as the Gaate Shaft for future inspeection and m
maintenance.
Thee roller gatees will also provide a means
m
for aadditional seecurity and a source off
red
dundancy to control reseervoir levels if there ar
are problemss with the ddownstream
con
ntrol valves. The shaft will be con
ncrete lined to an approoximate finiished inside
diam
meter of 40 feet.
Recceiving Site at Intake Structure
S
Lo
ocation
Thee initial phasse of constru
uction for th
he intake struucture will bbe to preparre a suitable
receeiving pit fo
or the wet reetrieval of th
he MTBM. This portionn of the woork involves
dredging and underwater
u
grading, preedominantlyy accomplishhed from thhe reservoir
surfface from a working barrge platform. The finishhed grades w
will be verifieed by sonar.
Thee normal resservoir waterr level readin
ng is approxximately at E
El. 1,130 feeet, while the
top of the botto
om reservoir sediment layer
l
at the location of the intake aand MTBM
receeiving site iss recorded at
a approximaately El. 9966 feet. As part of the reeceiving site
and
d intake stru
ucture foundation preparation, it iis required that the lim
mits of the
receeiving site be
b dredged with pneum
matic and hyydraulic dreedging technniques with
som
me of the dredged materrial cast within the botttom of the reservoir (seee Figure 5a
for receiving site dredging plan; Figuree 5b for receiive site profi
file).

Fig
gure 5a. LLO
O Intake Reeceiving Site Dredging Plan
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Fig
gure 5b. LLO
O Intake Reeceiving Pro
ofile
Thee dredged limits of thee receiving site are reqquired to bee replaced w
with tremie
con
ncrete with a 30-foot-diaameter, 26-fo
oot-tall coffeerdam at the center line oof the water
leg tunnel to th
he Jacking Shaft. The cofferdam will be fitteed with a prrefabricated
breakout eye fo
or the MTBM
M reception and filled w
with sand peending the arrrival of the
TBM at the completion
c
of
o the water leg
l tunnel m
mining.
MT
Aftter the tunneel constructio
on is compleete, a speciaalty underwaater diving teeam will be
eng
gaged to insttall the intak
ke elbow thaat will be seecured with tremie conccrete within
the cofferdam, install the bulkhead
b
atop the elbow
w, and instaall the intakke structure.
bow will rem
main in the closed posiition until thhe tunnel is
Thee bulkhead atop the elb
read
dy to be floo
oded.
Recceiving Site at Portal / Valve
V
Cham
mber Locatiion
nnel excavaation is locaated downstrream of the
Thee receiving site for the land leg tun
Gilboa Dam where
w
micro
otunneling terminates
t
aat the portaal, along thhe bank off
Sch
hoharie Creek. This po
ortal will reemain as thhe eastern wall for thhe open-cut
exccavation porttal that will house
h
the bifurcation pipping connecction betweenn the tunnel
and
d the valve chamber to control drawdown
d
oof the reserrvoir. As ppart of the
preparation req
quired to receeive the MTB
BM, a 10-fooot cube grouut plug is reqquired to be
insttalled at the portal face to
t stabilize the
t ground ffor MTBM bbreak-out at completion
of the
t land leg tunnel.
t
c
is completee, the contraactor will coontinue with
Aftter the land leg tunnel construction
other work neccessary for in
nstallation of the valve cchamber struucture, connnection with
the tunnel, and finishing forr the LLO water
w
release into Schohaarie Creek.
Miccrotunnelin
ng Construcction for Low
w Level Outlet Tunnelss
Thee two tunnell segments as described above are sccheduled to bbe constructted utilizing
a 108-inch-diiameter MT
TBM with
h slurry ppressurized face (AV
VN2200AB)
nufactured by Herrenk
knecht. Perr contract rrequirementss, the new MTBM is
man
speecifically designed and fabricated for
f use at tthe Gilboa Reconstructtion Project
(Fig
gure 6a). The
T MTBM
M design req
quirements iinclude the ability to m
mine mixed
gro
ound conditio
ons containing cobbles and
a boulderss in sizes upp to 30% of the MTBM
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outside diameter, as presented by the Geotechnical Baseline Report (Gannett Fleming
/ Hazen and Sawyer 2014). The MTBM is designed to operate under an external
hydrostatic pressure equivalent to 153 feet of water head and allow for underwater
retrieval. The MTBM is required to be equipped with an air lock hyperbaric chamber
to allow for safe personnel access to the tunnel face in the event of obstruction
intervention or cutter maintenance (Figure 6b). An extensive list of additional
functionalities for the MTBM is also included in the design.

Figure 6a. Microtunnel Boring
Machine

Figure 6b. Hyperbaric Chamber

The jacking pipe scheduled for use as the initial and final ground support is a 108inch-diameter, 1.375-inch-thick Permalok steel pipe with T-7 gasketed joints for both
the land and water leg tunnels. Per the contract, two intermediate jacking stations are
required for each of the tunnel legs. Utilization of butt welded steel jacking pipe
joints are not allowed for this project.
SUBSURFACE CONDITIONS
The subsurface conditions along the tunnel alignment are summarized herein. The
summary is limited to the horizon of the tunnel from the intake location at the
reservoir to the tunnel portal at the downstream end of the alignment.
The LLO Tunnel is expected to be mined in bedrock on either side of the jacking
shaft for approximately 1,725 linear feet, about 80% of the entire alignment. As such,
the discussion regarding the subsurface, for the scope of this paper, is limited to the
area from the location of the jacking shaft to the receiving sites at the intake and
portal locations (that is, the reaches of the interface/mixed ground conditions and the
bedrock). This information is extracted from the Conformed Contract Documents and
is summarized below.
Gate Shaft (Microtunneling Jacking Shaft))
Subsurface conditions at the jacking shaft location consist of a 27- to 29-foot-thick
overburden that is predominantly glaciofluvial deposits consisting of stiff to hard
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silty/clay with traces of sand and gravel. These soil materials have low permeability,
with the groundwater level varying between 6 and 10 feet below the ground level.
The bedrock lies directly below the overburden strata and consists of fine grained
sandstone with occasional layers of siltstone and clay seams. The rock is generally
moderately fractured to massive with generally high recovery and Rock Quality
Designation (RQD) percentages ranging from 88 to 100 percent with an average
recovery of 99 percent. The bedrock that will be encountered during excavation of
the gate shaft is expected to be strong and abrasive. Laboratory test results indicate
that the Unconfined Compressive Strength varies from 17,870 psi to 28,990 psi, with
an average of strength of 23,200 psi. The Cerchar Abrasivity index ranges from 4.4 to
5.1.
Land Leg Tunnel
The subsurface condition in the tunnel horizon for both the land and water leg
alignments is similar to the rock condition described for the gate shaft rock, except
for the short reach of mixed ground conditions at the terminal ends of the tunnels.
The profile of the bedrock along the tunnel alignment varies, with the high point
located at the Gate Shaft where top of bedrock is recorded at 29 feet below grade.
From the Gate Shaft, the top of bedrock dips downward on both sides of the tunnel
alignment.
On the land leg side, the top of bedrock slopes towards the portal wall of the Valve
Chamber, where it appears to strike the crown of the tunnel towards the end of the
tunnel drive, which presents as overburden fill with cobbles and boulders, as the
topography slopes down toward Schoharie Creek downstream of the Dam.
Water Leg Tunnel
Similarly, the top of bedrock dips downward from the Gate Shaft towards the Intake
location in the reservoir and appears to strike the crown of the tunnel, where it
appears to transition from bedrock to soft ground (Figure 7). This soft ground is
characterized as very fractured and weathered rock with an RQD varying between 0
and 37 percent. The soft ground anticipated in the tunnel horizon consists of very
compact granular glacial till soil materials predominantly consisting of coarse to fine
sand with moderate amounts of silt and varying amounts of gravel. Occasional
cobbles and boulders are anticipated from the rock interface to the location of the
receiving site. The bottom of the reservoir consists of silt and miscellaneous debris
deposited over the years.
Groundwater
The maximum water level within the Schoharie Reservoir is approximately el. 1,130
feet. Groundwater appears to follow the land topography, varying from 6 to 10 feet
in the overburden. In situ parker permeability test results conducted at the Gate Shaft
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locaation indicate permeability ranging from 1.75E
E-05 cm/secc to a high oof 3.62E-04
cm//sec. Ground
dwater inflow
w is likely to
o occur durinng Gate Shaaft excavationn.

Figuree 7. Water Leg
L Tunnel Cross Sectiion
ROJECT-SP
PECIFIC FE
EATURES AND
A
REQU
UIREMENT
TS FOR LL
LO
PR
TU
UNNELS
Gro
oundwater Control
Beccause of relaatively high rock
r
permeaability and thhe close proxximity of thee Schoharie
Resservoir with a water elevation at 1,1
130 feet, a ppre-excavation grouting program is
required around the Gate Shaft’s periimeter. Thhe pregroutinng will exteend the full
dep
pth of the shaaft to seal offf the potentiial pathwayss of the grouundwater infl
flows during
shaaft constructiion and launch of the MT
TBM.
ure and MTBM Receiviing Site
Intake Structu
Beccause of thee soft silt/claay deposits at the bottoom of the rreservoir, dreedging will
occcur to remo
ove the soft sediments to competeent depth foor the intakke structure
fou
undation. Alsso, ground modification
m
will be perfformed to reeplace the drredged area
with tremie co
oncrete to stabilize
s
thee cofferdam.. This will improve thhe soils for
miccrotunneling
g operation. When the MTBM breeaks into thee cofferdam
m, it will be
rigg
ged and hoissted to the su
urface via the wet retrievval method w
with assistannce from the
speecialty diving
g operation.
ment
Fish and Wild Life Permiit Requirem
gle (endangeered speciess) nesting att the site, blasting to exxcavate the
Beccause of eag
Gatte Shaft and
d any other construction
c
activities w
within 500 feeet of the eaggle nest are
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prohibited between January 1 and July 31, leaving a limited window to commence
and complete the shaft construction.
Tunnel Construction Requirements
It is stipulated that the land leg tunnel will be constructed first so that lessons learned
with MTBM performance and ground behavior can be carried into the water leg
operation. Also, as a requirement for the water leg construction, three bulkheads are
to be installed as follows:
•
•
•

Bulkhead No. 1: On the inside face of the land leg in the Gate Shaft.
Bulkhead No. 2: Directly behind the MTBM to provide a seal at the front of
the lead pipe.
Bulkhead No. 3: At the rear of the lead pipe.

The two lead bulkheads are to be fabricated watertight with power cables, slurry
lines, and access hatch to the face of the MTBM in the event of obstruction
intervention and disk cutter maintenance. In addition, the contract stipulates an air
lock compatible with the MTBM.
PROJECT CONSTRUCTION STATUS
The construction contract was awarded to the low cost responsive bidder, Southland
Renda Joint Venture, with a construction bid price of $142 million with a Notice to
Proceed (NTP) date of June 29, 2015. The contractor has mobilized to the site,
working with the construction manager in providing critical submittals for long lead
equipment, materials, and permits. Preparatory work has begun, and includes site
clearing, temporary access road construction, and geotechnical borings in the valve
chamber area for wing wall foundations.
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